






Info Text
Center: What is the need / desire satis�ed with the product 
you have in mind?

1. Which ressources are required to satify those needs? 
      Mention mainly the critical ones (i.e. non-renewable 
      ressources).
      1.1. How can you deal with critical ressources best ?

2. How could a circular economy approach in that context 
      look like?
       2.1. Ressources
       2.2. Production
       2.3. Use
       2.4 Disposal

3. Who could be early users in a changed system?
       3.1. How will you reach out to them?

4. Minimum Viable Product (MVP) ... if you can not 
    approach a circular approach immediately: What could 
    a �rst step towards a circular economy which you can 
    build upon later?

5. How will you stay competitive with competitors who do 
     not include externatilities?

6. What will be the core of your communication strategy?
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Center: Problem in 5 sentences

1. which problem / business are your clients working on?

2. which type of organization are your target groups? 
        2.1. How are they involving final beneficiaries? As clients? 
                As cutomers? as citizens? 
        2.2. What primary drives your clients?
        2.3 Who are the decision makers you need to reach? 

3. How will you add / contribute to your clients work? 
         3.1. How will you make it more socially sustainable?
         3.2. How do you make it more environmentally friendly?
 
4. Why would your client use your service / product? 
         4.1. what are the challenges they face? How do you help 
                  them over the challenges?

5. How is your work changing power structures or existing 
    non-sustainable structures?

6. How do you ensure integrity? How do you ensure, that 
     your client is using your service to enhance the impact 
     and not for further profit generation?
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Center: Which common are you strengthening? 

1. Which community is close to that common? 
      1.1. How will you involve the (a�ected) community?
       1.2 how will you help building a relationship between 
             the community and the common? 

2. Which tools (advocacy, collaborative creation, contracts 
      etc.) will you use to strengthen that common?

3. Are you producing any product or service? 
      3.1. Which existing product / service might be competing 
              with you for the commons? which con�ict / problem 
              could arise from that?
 
4. How will you "finance" your activities?
       4.1. Which alternatives to �nancing (i.e. volunteering, 
               Time banking) do you plan?
       4.2. Will you rely on funds, grants or PPP? 
               4.2.1 How do you ensure integrity towards the 
                        source of money?

5. Which legal regulations do impact your work? 
       5.1 How ill you ensure legal compliance?

6. which best practice in relation to the commons do 
     you know? 
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